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Cubicle India TM is one of the leading 
supplier of modular toilet cubicle 
partition, rest room cubicles, shower 
cubicles, Urinal partition & locker 
systems in all over in india, we known 
as India’s excellent service provider of 
modular partition and offering a 
superior quality products.

Cubicle India TM is a pleased to offer a 
turnkey solution for Modular Toilet 
Cubicles and Urinal Partition using 
100% waterproof and highly quality 
Compact laminated Sheets or phenolic 
core which is made in India. Cubicle 
India get the work done by there 
experience Capable Installers who is 
specialized in modular Cubicles only. 
Cubicle India Never Compromise on 
quality so they use better quality 
hardware in SS, Nylon, Aluminum as 
per the Clients Requirement.

INTRODUCTION
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Phenolic Compact LaminateMaterial

12mm, 15mm availableThickness

Standard door (mm): 600X1750, 
width (mm): 900/1200/1600, 
Depth (mm): 1200/1500/1800, 
Heigh (mm): 1950

Size

solid, wood grain, glossy, matte, 
leather effect, vertical line, 
horizontal line, metallic line

Color

Compact Laminate Toilet CubicleName

WHAT IS COMPACT LAMINATE ?

ADVANTAGES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Impact Resistant. 
Fire Proof and Flame Retardant. 
Water and Humidity Resistant. 
Easy to clean and maintain.
Flexible Assemble and Design.
Scratch Resistant and Abrasion 
Resistance .
Rust Resistant, Moth Resistant and 
Environmental Protection.

FEATURES
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

Environmental healthy. Product 
ingredients 70% natural wood and we 
have the certification of international E1 
level of formaldehyde emission
Superior resistance to scratch, hardness 
like stone can bring you the protection of 
5 level. 
Excellent impact resistance. Can against 
250kg impact force.
Resist fire,heat,moisture, and burning.
Have extremely low water absorption that 
can prevent mildew and moisture. It also 
not easy deformed. 
Variety of colours can choose,like 
solids,woodgrain, pearlescent, and so on 
more than 300 colours you can choose.
We also can accept tailor-made-designs 
to meet individual need and tastes.
We also have complete after-sales service 
,like supply ice, installation service to 
ensure bring you the perfect quality 
service.. Your satisfaction is our persuit.



ECONOMY SERIES

Presenting serenity and simplicity at its finest, the Economy Series is the typical 
model for restroom cubicles which provide easyconstruction and high durability. 
The cubicle model is aesthetically designed with the extruded powder coating 
aluminium toprail and nylon polyamide hardware's for giving a clean and a lean 
look to the restroom setup. Its Intermediate panel comprises of one undivided 
piece and has no joints in between. All pilasters as well as doors are 12mm thick 
with chamfered edges. Thus, for those who like minimalistic design.
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FIRST CHOICE SERIES

First Choice Series is developed for providing higher endurance and spectacular 
design. Magnificent design united with great functional features makes it an 
innovative restroom series offering uncompromised quality at an economical 
price along with extraordinary benefits, Engineered with 12mm high pressure 
Compact Laminate, this model comes with the combination of stainless steel 
hardware's with extruded anodised aluminium top rail and fixing channels. Thus 
it's a valuable choice for users who desire a highly adaptable restroom space.
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ULTIMATE SERIES

Simple yet contemporary is synonymous with Ultimate Series. The model comes 
with the most extensively usedstainless steel hardware's coupled with sturdiness 
of high pressure 12mm Compact Laminate. It offersstandard adjustable foot 
along with stainless steel top rail for providing extra strength.Rest of the 
hardware's like the Gravity hinges, Locks, Door Knobs and Coat hooks are also 
provided in stainless steel. Hence, making it an elegant and ideal option for 
heavy traffic areas where functionalitymatters the most.
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ANCHORED SERIES

Presenting serenity and simplicity at its finest, the Anchored Series is the typical 
model for restroom cubicles which provide you easy construction and high 
durability.The Cubicle model is aesthetically designed with stainless steel toprail 
and Shoebox plate, for giving a clean and lean look to the restroom setup. Its 
intermediate panel comprises of one undivided piece and has no joints in 
between. All pilasters as well as doors are 12mm thick with chamfered edges. 
Thus, for those who like minimalistic design, Anchored Series is the answer.
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TOP ANCHORED

Cubicle India Innovated Top Anchored Series further enhancing the look of 
curtail series and anchored Series. enrich creation of top anchored series 
makes toilet cubicles more beautiful and stylish. Hardware and sections 
includes-Shoe box on top and shoe box on bottom, rest hardware and sections 
will be same.
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ELEGENCE SERIES

Elegance series is luxuries series innovated only by cubicle india, it is for a high 
end customers who wants to make there toilet cubicles more luxuries. To make 
this to look elegance we used full height partition from Top to bottom and its fixed 
panel will be inserted in fall ceiling from top and from bottom it will fixed to floor. 
Once you entered to restroom you will feel very grand because of their full height 
partition.
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INVISIBLE SERIES

Invisible series is only innovated to make privacy systems and mostly used where 
Indian WC has used, it also help to stop water to come out side. This series one 
of amazing series for Indian toilets. There is only 20mm gap in bottom door, 
there will have have U channel Skirting on fixed panel to make invisible.
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CURTAIN SERIES

Curtain Series Cubicles gives a unique look, these cubicles have clear floor 
concept which is very friendly as far as mentainance is concerned, it is very east 
too clean the bottom floor. These cubicles can be easily installed due to their 
contemporary design. It srong fittings make it highly durable and long lasting. 
Fitting item used to make it curtain series includes- Top Rail, U channel, corner 
profile, door stopper, Indicator Lock, Knob, and Auto reverse Hinges. Cloth 
hook.
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CEILING HYNG

Add classic wings to your restrooms Innovation with simplicity and splendor, 
Cubicle India presents you Classique Wings, a sparkling new assortment of 
restroom cubicles.Planned under the blueprints of aesthetics, this ceilling hung 
model has been designed to further enhance the beauty of your washrooms, 
while creating desirable spacess unique shape and profile provide ample space 
to wipe the floors easily and without any hassles . So , introduce these exclusive 
masterworks to your rest rooms and enrich your creations, the contemporary and 
classic way.
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PIPE SERIES

Simple yet contemporary is anonymous with CWP Ever Popular SS Pipe Evergreen 
.The model comes with most extensively used stainless steel hardware coupled 
with sturdiness of high pressure 12mm or 18mm Compact laminate . It offers 
standard adjustable foot along with stainless steel top rail for provided in 
stainless steel. The rest of the hardware like the hinges ,locks , door knobs and 
coat hook are also provided in stainless steel .Hence, making it an elegant and 
ideal opiton for heavy traffic areas where fuctionlity matters the most .
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KIDIS SERIES

Cubicle India is considering the smallest children with this furnishing solution, 
who still need to be helped and supervised, to ensure they are safe and 
controlled. this phenolic board maximum hygiene and a cotally antioxidant 
structure are guaranteed.

To make cubicles more interesting for children we make it more colorful and 
exciting shapes, cartoon print and we do the installation by considering there 
safety in mind
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PD DOOR

A combination of style and stability. Vibrance's Splendid is ideal for renovation 
projects, using existing intermediate brick walls. With the usage of existing 
intermediate brick walls this model fits in perfectly as it suffices only the door 
requirments.  Thus , Splendid replaces the traditionally used door setup with 
contemporary looking masonry walls . This  model comes with a 12mm or 18mm 
thick Compact Laminate door in varied colors and designs along with aluminum 
and nylon polyamide (Grade 6) fittings.
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URINAL PARTITION AND LOCKERS
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HARDWARE

NYLON HARDWARE SET

Black Nylon 
Urinal clamp

Nylon Knob Nylon Leg

D poll section Nylon coat 
hook

Nylon Indicator 
Lock

Nylon Hinge

ALUMINIUM SECTIONS IN SS FINISHED

Aluminium 
corner profile

Aluminium 
door stopper SS 

finish

Aluminium 
Jointing T patti 
in SS finished

Aluminium Top 
Rail SS finish

ALUMINUM U 
channel in SS 

finished



SS 304Coat 
hook

SS Indicator 
Lock

SS316 
adjustable leg

SS316 Shoe box 
cover

SS SECTIONS

SS 304 Corner 
profile

SS 304 door 
stopper

SS 304 Top rail Top Rail coverSS 304 U 
channel

SS HARDWARE SET

Shoe box SS  
316 shoe plate

shoe-anchor-fa
stner

SS 304 Auto 
reverse hinges

SS 304 Door 
knob

SS 304 Urinal 
clamp



 

COLOR RANGE - SOLID COLOR

CL13
Egg White

CL856
Frosty White

CL858 
Light Beige

CL859
Peanut

CL871
Beige 

CL860
Grey

CL861 
Gothic Grey

CL862
Slate Grey

CL873
Dark Grey

CL879
Camo Green 

CL15 
Light Yellow

CL864
Mango

CL857
Orange

CL875
Pink

CL872
Vodafone Red

CL867
Greyish Blue

CL853
Electric Blue

CL865
Parrot Green

CL603
Charcol

CL11
Black

29XL
Aqua Blue

878XL
Granite

19XL
Red

876XL 
Cool Blue

869XL
Green

601XL
Light Creame 

851XL
Warm White 

855XL
Ivory

854XL
Mystic Grey

874XL
Modern Grey

877XL
Almond Mix

17XL
Msore Ivory



COLOR RANGE - WOODEN COLOR

CL908
Thansau Maple

CL904 
Oxford Cherry

CL912
Light Noce 
Versailles

CL905
Modern Noce 
Versailles

CL899
Arusha Wenge 

CL907
Light Moldau 
Acacia

CL914
Dark Sonoma 
Oak 

CL901
Straight Grained 
Wenge

CL911
Va n c o u v e r 
Maple

CL896 
D a r k w o o d 
Mahogany

CL917
Darkwood Noce 
Versailles

CL906
Dark Moldau 
Acacia

CL910
Prianza Pear

CL890 
Mahogany 
sapelli

CL913
Light Sonoma 
Oak

CL900
Monestry Oak 

CL897
Urban 
Mahogany

CL916
Alberta Maple

CL915
Mangfall Beech

CL909 
Bavarian beech 

CL902
Oriental Cane 
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MAINTAINENCE
General Cleaning Instructions

Use a clean, damp, non-abrasive cloth and mild 
soap, non-bleach detergent or household cleaner.
Rinse with clear water, using a clean, non-abrasive 
cotton cloth.
Dry laminate surface with a surface with a soft, 
clean, non-abrasive cotton cloth. 

For Stubborn Stains
Use a non-abrasive cleaner, detergent or general 
purpose cleaner, together with a short, soft bristle 
nylon brush to clean the stains gently.
Remove stains immediately. Allow cleaner to 
remain on the stain for several minutes before 
blotting area with a damp cloth and rinse.
Some solvents such os denatured alcohol, 
fingernail polish remover or point thinner may 
also be used sparingly for very stubborn stains. 

Do not use abrasive or polishing materials on the 
surface.
Do not use acidic or abrasive cleaning agents on 
surface that can damage the surface.
Remove point, adhesive, synthetic resin and 
similar substances immediately with water or an 
organic solvent. Once these products are set, the 
removal of these substances may require 
processes that potentially damage the surface.

To prolong the Lifespan of Toilet 
Cubicle Panel Surface
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Warning: Excessive use of solvents will damage 
the laminate finish and make it more susceptible 
to stains. Do not use cleaning agents containing 
acid, alkaline or sodium hypochterite on 
laminate surface to avoid corrosion or 
permanent discolouration.



CLIENTS

BHUJ AIRPORT PORBANDAR 
AIRPORT

PATNA
AIRPORT



OTHER PRODUCTS

Aluminium skirting

Glass partition

Main Door office furniture

Glass partition

Dry wall partition



OFFICE

Cubical India TM

Shop no 8, Krishna height 
Opp Brooklyn park
Agarwal ,Global city 
Virar west 401303

Contact Us

+91 88503 36319
sumanverma@cubicleindia.co.in
salescubicleindia@gmail.com
sales@cubicleindia.co.in
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